AMD Q1 2021 RESULTS

NASDAQ: AMD

RECORD QUARTERLY REVENUE

$

3.45B

93% Y/Y

CG: $2.10B

EESC: $1.35B

NET INCOME AND EPS TRIPLED Y/Y

6% Q/Q

CG REVENUE

$

2.10B

Y/Y and Q/Q increase primarily driven by
AMD Ryzen™ processor and Radeon™ graphics
product sales growth.

46% Y/Y

EESC REVENUE

7% Q/Q

$

1.35B

Data center revenue more than doubled Y/Y

46%

GROSS MARGIN

FLAT Y/Y

1% pt. Q/Q

Semi-custom product sales increased Y/Y
and declined Q/Q.

286% Y/Y

5% Q/Q

“Our business continued to accelerate in the first quarter driven by the best product portfolio in our
history, strong execution and robust market demand. We had outstanding year-over-year revenue
growth across all of our businesses and data center revenue more than doubled. Our increased full-year
guidance highlights the strong growth we expect across our business based on increasing adoption of
our high-performance computing products and expanding customer relationships.”

DR. LISA SU

AMD President and CEO

RECENT HIGHLIGHTS

AMD announced the AMD EPYC™
7003 Series processors,
including the world’s highest
performance server processor,
the AMD EPYC 7763, extending
AMD per-socket and per-core
performance leadership.

A broad set of leading cloud
and server providers
announced new offerings
powered by EPYC™ 7003 series
processors.

Adoption of AMD Ryzen™ 5000
Series Mobile Processors
continues to grow as OEMs
announced new systems for
businesses, gamers, creators
and consumers.

AMD announced the Radeon™ RX
6700 XT GPU, delivering
exceptional 1440p PC gaming
experiences powered by the AMD
RDNA 2 architecture.
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